
INTERACTIVE PATIENT WHITEBOARD 

The HCI Interactive Patient Whiteboard is a digital and visual 

communication conduit which updates patient information and 

rounding data automatically with EHR integration.  

Operating on the HCI enterprise MediaCare platform, the 

Interactive Patient Whiteboard transforms the patient room 

dry erase board into a dynamic display of vital patient 

information.

o Displays Care Team name and photo; auto-updates at shift

change.

o Displays current medications and offers Medication Search.

o Meal Ordering; ordering rental equipment or retail items

from facility spaces and On-Site Pharmacy Fulfillment.

o Request services, direct to specific departments for

fulfillment. 

UNIQUE BENEFITS 
o From the Nurses' Station, video chat directly with patients in

response to Nurse Calls with Nurse Call Companion.

o Enter and update restrictions and protocols with InfoTiles©.

o Display scans with zoom and pan control; annotate to explain

complexities using the onscreen Image Viewer.

o Record pain levels and other rounding data to the EHR.

o Customizable banners, branding, colors and layouts by

facility, unit, department or specialty.

o Robust reporting and data analysis for scheduling and fiscal

management.

 Touchscreen Replaces Inefficient Dry

Erase Boards

 10-Point Capacitive Touch Screen
 High Resolution, High Contrast

Display
 Stands Up to Frequent Cleaning and

Disinfecting with No Loss of Patient
Data

 Low Wall Profile, Fits Any Décor
Available in 65”, 55”, 43”, 32” and
27” sizes

 Video-Equipped with 5MP Camera,
microphone and speakers

 Configurable Layouts, Colors and
Branding

INTERFACE 
Rounding, Pain Management, Daily Goals, ADT 
Planning, Alerts and more are instantly visible for high-
quality patient care and team collaboration. Visitor Log 
displays all staff entering and leaving patient room. 
Alerts are color-coded and stack on the display 
according to priority. 

CONNECT 
Offer videoconferencing for Telemedicine and virtual 

family visits with Family & Friends Connect. Staff can 
video direct to rooms to answer questions and 

determine fulfillment of service requests. Families and 

caregivers can immediately see Next and Last Rounding 
staff, rounding notes and times for a record of care. 

EDUCATE 
Includes Android apps that teach clients and their 

families supplemental information they need for 
discharge, with thousands of digital health videos 

available. Assign and monitor education compliance; 
and view percentage complete. Send reminders for 
education completion to reduce readmission risks. 

ENTERTAIN 
Residents can choose the multimedia content that 
works best for them: on-demand movies, streaming, 
podcasts and games. Relaxation content provides a 

respite from stress. 

INFORM 
Send essential messages to provide notifications on 

facility maintenance, housekeeping, status of requests 
and menus. Push surveys, notifications, reminders and 

announcements direct to Residents and Patients. 

Align everyone involved in a 
patient’s care to ensure 
accuracy and consistency. 
Make it easy for patients, 
families and loved ones, 
nurses, clinicians, and 
administrators to view 
patient data. 

PATIENT EMPOWERMENT

www.hcic.com 
Transform the way you deliver care.  
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